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INTRODUCTION 
 
I want to begin this paper by somewhat ungraciously by raising some questions about the validity of 
the concept which underpins the title of this series of seminars. That of the "non-profit corporation". I 
find myself in sympathy with Cora Baldock (1991:1) when in addressing this same forum she stated in 
relation to the term, that: 
 
 "...its scope, and the inclusions of organisations which differ widely in function, size 
source of funding, and level of payment of their workers, render the concept unwieldy for 
the development of a coherent sociological framework and for the development of policy." 
 
Baldock went on to note the problems she had in the inclusion of such a broad definition of nonprofit 
organisations such as that advocated by Mark Lyons (1991:2-3) which included: "private schools, 
hospitals, churches, trade unions, and credit unions as well as community service organisations, self 
help and advocacy groups". To Baldock's list we can add sporting clubs, nursing homes, emergency 
shelters, Meals on Wheels, emergency relief programs, employment support and training services....the 
list continues on. 
 
Baldock goes on to express concern with the association made in the literature of the "third sector" 
with economistic models of analysis. Commenting on Anheir & Siebel (1990:7) and Weisbrod 
(1988:223-25) she notes, 
 
 "Models which see the "development of the nonprofit sector as a response to failures of 
both market and state to satisfy individual consumers (or buyers) who know what they 
want and have a capacity to choose......Such arguments belie the close connections 
between the nonprofit private sector and the state as common funding agency for many 
nonprofit organisations. They also ignore the power inequities which frequently exist 
between consumers and suppliers, rendering many `buyers' for example, in the welfare 
sector unable to exercise choice." (1991:1) 
 
I have resurrected Baldock's concerns in the introduction to this paper because I think that the issues 
she raises are of importance. I suspect that they will become of increasing importance in the time 
ahead for reasons that I will outline in this paper. However, I would also want to acknowledge that the 
work of Catherine MacDonald and Myles McGregor-Lowndes - and the "working paper" program, of 
which this paper is part, has been important in providing an impetus and new vigour in considering 
these and related issues. 
 
I also want to support the notion that these questions are not simply semantic or taxonomic in nature. I 
want to suggest that this lack of definitional clarity is pervasive in the minds of politicians, policy 
makers, the public and consumers. Further, given events currently occurring in Australia that the 
continued lack of clarity and differentiation is dangerous. That there is emerging in this country at all 
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levels of government, some important policy debates, which have significant implications for the 
future direction and organisation of the social and community services. 
 
These are:  
 
· The erosion of the revenue base of both Commonwealth and State governments and the need for 
a change in fiscal policy direction at both Commonwealth and State government levels, 
 
· Demographic change and inter-state migration 
 
· Vertical fiscal imbalance and its implications for Commonwealth/State financial and other 
relations, 
 
· The creation of an industry and corresponding movements towards industrialisation of activities 
previously viewed as charitable or voluntary,  
 
· The need to recognise view economic and social policy as complimentary and mutually 
reinforcing rather than separate. That effective social policy is a significant and central 
contributor to economic well-being and development, 
 
· The need to develop an appropriately focused and managed approach to the  provision of 
social and community services at all levels of government2
                                                     
2  Unfortunately, space does not allow me to consider issues relating to local government in this topic. However, this is not 
intended to diminish the importance of local government. The matters under consideration are just as relevant to their 
circumstances, given current revenue arrangements and the actual and potential roles local government plays in social and 
community services provision. 
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My argument is that it is important that consumers, workers, managers, and service providers in the 
social and community services (SACS) industry begin to pay some attention to these matters, before 
they are overwhelmed by them. The paper while taking a national focus will identify some specifically 
Queensland related issues. 
 
THE NEED FOR AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT POLICY ENVIRONMENT 
 
Deregulation - Recession and its impacts 
 
The 1980's saw the opening up of our economy and society to the region and the world. The notion 
that Australia can somehow return to the previous policy framework of protectionism from 
international market pressures cannot be sustained. The international recession and combined with 
economic policies pursued by government have left Australian society more divided than ever.  We 
enter the middle 1990's, a society characterised by the following factors: 
 
  · High structural unemployment 
  · Low public sector spending 
  · Low national savings 
  · Lowest taxing nation in the 27 OECD nations 
 
There is an urgent need for comprehensive review and reform of taxation and fiscal policy. Such a 
review is essential if we are to provide a policy framework that will support sustainable economic and 
employment growth.  The revenue base of the Commonwealth has been significantly eroded since the 
late 1980's.  As the table below illustrates reductions in levels of taxation have been eroding the 
Commonwealth revenue base from 27.8 % of GDP in 1986-87 to 24.2 per cent of GDP in 1992.  The 
latest round of income taxation cuts provided as a result of the recent election promise erodes that 
capacity still further. 
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TABLE 1 
Erosion of Commonwealth Government Revenue Base 
 
 
Year 
% of GDP 
Revenue 
 
Expenditure 
1986 - 87 27.8 28.8 
1987 - 88 27.3 26.6 
1988 - 89 26.1 24.4 
1989 - 90 25.9 23.8 
1990 - 91 25.9 25.4 
1991 - 92 24.2 26.7 
 
 
Source: Budget papers (1992 - 93) (ACOSS 1993:11) 
 
 
It is the erosion of the national revenue base which has seriously curtailed the ability of 
Commonwealth, State and Local Governments to finance the necessary investments in public and 
social infrastructure. At a time when our population is growing, need for a wide range of services is 
expanding, and a need for policies which will stimulate job creation in the private and public sector - 
we have actually cut public expenditures from 28.8 per cent of GDP in 1986-87 to 26.7 percent of 
GDP in 1991-92. The "one off"short term stimulus of "One Nation" and spending in public 
infrastructure and labour market training programs, in response to the impacts of the recession, does 
not change the overall trend. 
 
The Commonwealth currently has the second lowest level of public debt in the OECD nations and 
proposes to wind back its debt even further in future years. Further to this point it has a target of 
reducing the deficit to 1 per cent of GDP by 1996-97.  The likely result of this policy stance will be 
that State government revenues and expenditures will correspondingly be constrained. As ACOSS 
notes, 
 
 "Over the last two decades public sector investment has fallen by more than 20 per cent. it 
is now at the lowest level for at least forty years. This drop is due almost entirely to a 
reduction of at least one third in so called `social' infrastructure investment by 
governments, especially at a state and local level, rather than in other investment by 
governments and public enterprises... The government has not only cut its own 
investment, but, more importantly, cut its assistance to state and local governments, which 
provide three-quarters of our public infrastructure. Over the last five years, investment by 
state and local governments has fallen by more than 20 per cent, and is now almost 40 
percent below the level which prevailed in the 1970s."  (ACOSS 1993:67) 
 
The impact of these policies has been to exacerbate the impacts of the global recession and to increase 
those trends in Australian society towards increased inequality. Evidence provided by the international 
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Luxembourg Income Study, which provides comparable data for nine nations demonstrates extensive 
structural income inequality. As Peter Saunders notes, 
 
 "Australia is among the most unequal of the countries studied...despite claims to the 
contrary. Australia's wages system, selective income tested social security system, and 
heavy reliance on progressive tax have not in fact, produced a more equal distribution of 
income than elsewhere."  (Saunders:1990) 
 
These inequalities in the last 10 years have increased. Lombard (1991) demonstrates that whereas in 
1983 the top 1% of income earners got as much as the bottom 11% - by the end of 1989 they received 
as much as the bottom 21%. This general trend has since been confirmed by Raskall (1993). 
 
The impact of these factors at a state, regional and local level has been felt by every human service 
agency. I know that the experience outlined by Lifeline Brisbane in its 1993 Annual Report, reflects 
that of other agencies throughout Queensland and the nation, 
 
 "Specifically, we have struggled to maintain and increase service delivery, in the face of 
reduced income from donations, difficulty in obtaining volunteer counsellors and a drop in 
the quality of donated goods" (1993:1)  
 
Lifeline Brisbane is an organisation which draws only 20.1 percent of its total income from 
government grants and subsidies. Later in the Lifeline Brisbane annual report authors note, 
 
 "We live in a society in which the gap between the haves and the have-nots is widening by 
the week. The morally and social bankrupt dogma of economic rationalism with its 
illusory level playing field has seen the erection of a new "Berlin Wall" in our 
community...on one side a relatively comfortable but declining group who have work...on 
the other, a growing and justifiably angry and embittered unemployed underclass." 
(1993:2) 
 
POPULATIONS AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE 
 
Difference in age/sex composition, the proportion of migrants from non-english speaking 
backgrounds, the size of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander populations, the socio-economic status 
of population groups, the geographic locations of populations are all factors which influence the level, 
the nature and costs of providing service responses to need. 
 
Queensland has the greatest population dispersion of all States. Only 49.5 per cent of Queensland 
population lives in the capital city. In contrast, in all states except Tasmania 60-70 per cent of the 
population lives in the capital city. while the entire population of Victoria lives within 400 kilometres 
of Melbourne, 25 per cent of Queensland population lives further than 400 kilometres from Brisbane. 
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Some people on the mainland live up to 1,600 kilometres from Brisbane, while people in the Torres 
Strait can be up to 2,400 kilometres from Brisbane - further than Brisbane is from either Melbourne or 
Sydney. 
 
It is forecast that an extra 1 million people or 1000 people per week, every week for the next twenty 
years, will migrate to South East Queensland from other parts of Australia. What the SEQ 2001 
studies have demonstrated is that Queensland's social and physical infrastructure base requires a major 
financial commitment over the next twenty years, if it is to manage the immediate, the short term and 
the longer term needs of a projected population of four million by the first quarter of the next century. 
The general point to be made here is that we are already experiencing and will continue to experience 
significant changes in demand in location and types of human services required. (RPAG 1993) (May 
1991). 
 
CHANGES IN INTER-GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 
 
The economic and demographic changes outlined above have significant implications for the way in 
which future Commonwealth, States and Territories and local governments will organise their 
financing and service provision arrangements and responsibilities. 
 
It is likely that the most significant issue confronting the smaller and decentralised States like 
Queensland will be the problem of how they are to manage the task of acquiring adequate financing of 
the required social and economic infrastructure and service provision. 
 
FISCAL EQUALISATION 
 
In 1991-1992 the Commonwealth distributed to the States and Territories approximately $32 billion 
which amounted to around 41 per cent of their total revenue. (Fitzgerald 1993:88) The principle by 
which these grants are distributed is known as fiscal equalisation. While commonly used in other 
federated systems around the world to redistribute funding capacity, in recent years the process has 
been subject to dispute and disagreement. The annual Premier's Conference always draws to our 
attention the battle between the States and the Commonwealth and increasingly in recent years the 
States against the States. 
 
The importance of these matters to those of use who are involved in social policy and the provision of 
social and community services, is to be found in the fact that it is the major mechanism whereby equity 
is distributed among the states. As Searle & Henderson point out, 
 "The argument about its application is one that social policy makers and those interested in 
social justice should be acutely aware of: it is the basis of fair and equal access to public 
services such as health, education, welfare and all the other services provided by State 
governments." (1993:2) 
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The current debates can be summarised reasonably simply. The "smaller" States - Queensland, 
Western Australia, South Australia, Tasmania, the Northern territory and the ACT assert that the use 
of fiscal equalisation is necessary on equity and efficiency grounds. New South Wales and Victoria 
oppose its use and would prefer a system of per capita grants which would advantage their outcomes. 
 
The politics of fiscal equalisation are played out within the State budget documents. For example, 
 
 "New South Wales says that individuals do not always value all services equally and that 
in the end equity relies on value judgements and can only be defined by political 
consensus. It also claims that equalisation distorts relative prices of capital and labour in 
the States by encouraging States to make tax and expenditure decisions to maximise 
equalisation payments. Victoria emphasises that in 1993-94, every Victorian family of four 
will pay $70 to Queensland and $50 to Western Australia. It argues that this is not 
equitable and also points to the cost to efficiency. 
 
 On the other hand, Queensland argues that it is a fallacy that there is necessarily a conflict 
between fiscal equalisation and economic efficiency.  ...The absence of equalisation is 
seen to be more likely to cause social and economic dislocation through inefficient 
migration of population into already overcrowded cities. West Australia goes further, 
saying that when all Commonwealth outlays are considered, the Commonwealth funds 
distribution to state governments and residents is quite different to that portrayed by 
Victoria. It finds that Western Australia in fact subsidises the other States". (Searle & 
Henderson 1993:3) 
 
HOW DOES IT WORK? 
 
The Commonwealth Grants Commission is charged with the task of recommending to the 
Commonwealth how the revenue should be distributed. They do this by determining what level of 
expenditure is necessary in each State to enable it to provide an average level of services to its citizens 
if it operates at the average levels of efficiency. Using complex calculations the Commission looks at 
the revenues States can raise from their own sources. In 1991-1992, NSW, WA and NT had above 
average revenue capacities, while Tasmania had the lowest capacity. The Commission expects States 
to tax their residents to the average level of severity in terms of their capacity to pay. 
 
A second source of recurrent funding the Commission considers is specific purpose payments (SSPs) 
received from the Commonwealth to support normal State type activities. These types of payments are 
made by the Commonwealth on condition that they are spent on specified functions often with a 
requirement for matching State funds. For a detailed history , outline of these processes and 
consideration of issues from Queensland State Government perspective see (Byrne 1991) (DeLacy 
1993) There is no clear formula for this and the distribution between States can vary substantially. 
Even when these monies are standardised and included, all States are still a long way short of the 
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amount needed to fund the average level of State recurrent services. 
 
The gap between each States required level of spending and the total of SSPs is filled by financial 
assistance grants (FAG'S). This reflects the fact that the Commonwealth raises more revenue than it 
needs for its own purposes (vertical fiscal imbalance) It is the fiscal equalisation built into the 
distribution of FAGs which results in each State getting a different level of per capita funding, which 
in overall terms allows it to provide average levels of funding.  However, as Byrne notes, 
 
 "The States complain that vertical fiscal imbalance combined with the currently high level 
of Special Purpose payments as a proportion of all Commonwealth payments to the States 
distorts the State's capacity to develop their own priorities and to respond flexibly to 
particular local needs. The Commonwealth asserts that there is a national interest in 
maintaining Commonwealth involvement in a range of programs, especially human 
service programs (Byrne 1991:15) 
 
The issue here is that State governments argue that they should be able to determine local priorities 
and the expenditure of income tax paid by their citizens. While others argue that the States cannot be 
trusted because of their different political priorities. (Lyons in Byrne 1991:17) The central issue here 
relates to the propensity of the States to use untied funding (FAG's) in areas and policy directions that 
may not accord the Commonwealth national policy priorities. More than this that the States, when 
making difficult funding decisions are more likely to allocate untied resources away from those social 
policy areas, where the Commonwealth uses its (SPP's) capacity to ensure State involvement. 
 
ACOSS calculates that financial assistance grants (FAG's) would need to increase by more than $2 
billion to return them to their 1985 levels. While ACOSS acknowledges the political difficulties of 
this, especially in the short term, it nevertheless argues that there is need for a real increase FAG's of 
the order of $1.5 Billion to relieve the current fiscal pressures on the states. (ACOSS 1993:10) 
 
The experience of 1993 Premier's Conference and the subsequent Queensland State Budget gave some 
signals as to what might be expected at State levels if the current model of fiscal equalisation does not 
deliver sufficient revenue in the view of State Governments. Immediately following the Premier's 
Conference proposed cuts of $125 million in rural railways and other services were announced and 
reviewed only after political outcry. In the subsequent Budget the Treasurer announced a Net Negative 
Financing (NFR) requirement or an underlying budget surplus of $1.042 Billion and a "debt free" 
Queensland by 1995-1996. 
 
These recent events lend credence to concerns of those would argue that State Governments cannot be 
trusted in the current climate with significant transfers of SSP's into FAG's. 
 
The triology of  a "Low Tax" "Low Debt" "Low Levels of Service" was maintained by the Queensland 
Government in the 1993 State budget. As the Grants Commission figures illustrate Queensland had the 
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lowest expenditures of any State on social services - approximately half that of other State averages. 
 
Figure 2 
Social and Community Services Expenditure Per Capita 1991/1992 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (QCOSS 1993:13) 
 
As the Queensland Council of Social Service (QCOSS) noted in its pre-budget submission to the 
Government, 
 
 "...while there have been significant increases in spending on social programs in the 
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previous three years, Queensland still lags behind the other States in this regard, and there 
is still some catching up to do. In spite of Queensland's sound financial position, it cannot 
catch up with social expenditure without an increase in taxes and charges in some form." 
(QCOSS 1993:13) 
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THE DESCENDING SPIRAL OF POLICY 
 
As can be seen from this necessarily brief summary of Commonwealth and State trends is that both 
levels of government have committed themselves to a "low tax, low debt and low spending" policy 
regime at the very time that social and economic factors suggest the need for a change in policy 
direction.  
 
Both governments have locked themselves into what might be described as a "descending policy 
spiral". Lower taxes lead to lower revenues which in turn lead to lower public expenditures which lead 
to less or lower quality service provision - which in turn leads the public to vacate services or seek 
privatised alternatives - which in turn generates a corresponding public demand for lower taxation 
rates to compensate for these changes - and thus the reinforcing cycle begins once again. 
 
THE JOKER IN THE PACK -  STATE BUSINESS FRANCHISE FEES 
 
What all of the foregoing discussion clearly points to is the need for the Commonwealth and States to 
come to some arrangements regarding the long term funding of the States. Because of the length of 
this paper I have to put to one side the issue the funding of local government. Needless to say, the 
failure by both Commonwealth and State governments to come to some arrangement which provides 
local government with an adequate revenue base, also raises many significant issues. 
 
However, the concern by the States with the current degree of vertical fiscal imbalance is likely to be 
significantly aggravated as result of new concerns following the High Courts decision regarding the 
constitutional validity of State business franchise fees. These fees which cover items such as tobacco, 
alcohol and fuel. Queensland currently raises $400 million, or 7 per cent of its annual revenue from 
tobacco and liquor franchise fees. At this time it does not have a petrol franchise fee. (1993 Budget 
Paper No.4:14) 
 
The Commonwealth has the constitutional authority to raise excise taxes under section 90. However, 
the Dennis Hotels case (1960),   
 
 "...established that a fee is payable as a condition of the right to carry on the business of 
selling goods is not an excise duty if the fee is calculated by reference to the value or 
quantity, provided such that a franchise fee is calculated with reference to past sales. The 
ability of the States to levy franchise fees, calculated with reference to past sales is a 
significant exception to the current view that treats taxes on the sale of goods as duties of 
excise within the meaning of Section 90." sic (The Australian Constitution) (Queensland 
Budget paper No.4: Page ????) 
 
A recent case before the High Court Capital Duplicators Pty Ltd. vs. the Australian Capital Territory, 
involved a challenge to the ACT's X-rated video levy, and raised significant constitutional questions 
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about the legality of State business franchise taxes. As Queensland treasury notes, 
 
 "An adverse decision for the States in the Capital Duplicators case would pose an 
immediate threat to State's revenues and hence would worsen vertical fiscal imbalance. it 
would also raise the possibility of retrospective claims for refunds of past fees paid. Given 
the possibility of an adverse High Court ruling there have been discussions between the 
Commonwealth and the states about the need for Commonwealth safety net legislation. 
This would be a precautionary measure to protect the revenue bases of the States." (Budget 
paper No.4: 15) 
 
The subsequent decision of the High Court maintained the current position in relation to the States 
capacity to raise revenue using franchise fees, but limited their application by expansion to other areas. 
Thus confirming the fear of the Queensland Treasury that the High Court decision or the proposed 
Commonwealth safety-net legislation, 
 
 "would also reduce the overall scope for the States to vary business franchise fees in order 
to achieve their diverse policy objectives." (Budget paper No.4 :14) 
 
Alone among the States, Queensland still has an unused capacity to levy a petrol franchise fee. Such a 
tax would provide one alternative source of revenue. However, all such business franchise fees are per 
se "regressive', that is, they take no account of the ability to pay. However, dependent upon the level of 
such a tax, and given the decentralised nature of Queensland the impacts on disposal income of some 
individual consumers could be significant. 
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MANAGING THE IMPENDING REVENUE CRISIS - INDUSTRY OR CHARITABLE 
WORKS? 
 
Regardless of the outcome of the Capital Duplicators case, as the discussion above illustrates, both the 
Commonwealth and States face major problems in the current and future revenue raising. However, it 
should also be noted that the Fitzgerald Inquiry into National Savings argued that, 
 
 "There appears to be scope and need to reduce costs in education, health and business 
undertakings in a number of States." (Fitzgerald 1993:81) 
 
Drawing upon an analysis provided by the Institute of Public Affairs for the Economic Planning 
Advisory Council (EPAC) The Fitzgerald Inquiry concluded that: 
 
 "While above average expenditure by a State is often the result of policy decisions to 
provide higher quality services, it is apparent that it also reflects significant inefficiency in 
providing services; and savings of about $3 billion annually could be achieved over the 
medium term by all States and Territories combined...These savings could be achieved 
while maintaining service and quality standards." (Fitzgerald 1993:810 
 
It is important to note that Fitzgerald is absolutely silent as to how exactly these savings are to be 
achieved, and as to the likely impacts of such cuts in public expenditure would be achieved "while 
maintaining service and quality standards. Given the recent experiences of human services in Victoria, 
observers have good grounds to be sceptical of such shibboleths and their underlying ideology of 
economic rationalism. 
 
In the Queensland context, as the chart below indicates in the areas of Health and Education, and has 
previously demonstrated in relation to Social Services expenditures, Queensland still needs to increase 
expenditure in these areas to bring services up to the average of Australia as a whole. 
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 Efficiency Savings Possible in Health and Education 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (Fitzgerald 1993:81) 
 
Different States have handled these financing issues differently. In Victoria, the response has been to 
severely cut public expenditures and grants programs to the non-government sector. In Queensland, as 
the Grants Commission data cited earlier demonstrates, allocations over time have been increased but 
not sufficiently to bring the state into line with the national average. 
 
One method of managing emergent demands for services within the trilogy of "low tax, low debt and 
low service levels" has been to continue the process of "off-loading" responsibility for both service 
provision and consumers to the community based services and the informal sector. It can be argued 
that the Queensland government has an interest in maintaining the Status Quo. One writer has 
described the social and community services industry in Queensland as being characterised by some of 
the following features, (Byrne 1990) 
 
· Much of the work in the industry is performed by women and as a result is marginalised, 
undervalued and underpaid. 
 
· Many jobs in the industry are insecure and lack permanency due largely to the significant 
reliance on recurrent government funding and the inability of the industry to influence the 
political processes which shape funding decisions. 
 
· Due to poor levels of funding there is a heavy reliance on unpaid labour including both unpaid 
overtime by workers and the use of volunteers. 
 
· Employers are often unpaid voluntary management committees whose members may have little 
formal training for their role and an unclear understanding of their obligations and 
responsibilities as employers. Hence, there are often significant variations in employment 
conditions and practices. 
 
· The workforce is poorly unionised and have little consciousness of themselves as workers or of 
their work forming part of an industry. The difficulty of discerning clearly the roles of employers 
and employees in the industry is exacerbated by unclear management models adopted by 
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organisations. 
 
· Most of the work in the industry is award free and therefore neither employees or employers 
have much familiarity with industrial processes. (Adapted from Walsh 1992) 
 
It should be noted that little has changed in Queensland since that summary. It was not until 1983 that 
the High Court recognised that social and community service constituted an industry in Australia. 
Following a submission by the Australian Social Welfare Union (ASWU) this decision finally enabled 
workers to gain federal regulation. However, at a state level in Queensland the pursuit of awards in the 
federal jusristiction has been consistently opposed by employer groups including the Queensland 
government, major churches and charities. The point can be made that while Byrne (1990) may well 
be correct about employees lack of familiarity with industrial processes. Today the same can hardly be 
said of the government and some of the major social and community services employers in 
Queensland.  
 
It is interesting to note that the Australian Workers Union (AWU) who were disputing coverage rights 
with the (ASWU), together with the Queensland government, some major church and charity based 
employers have consistently opposed the application by the Australian Services Union (ASU) arguing 
that: 
 
· Government had no rights to interfere in what was essentially activity of a religious and 
charitable nature. 
 
· That there existed worker satisfaction with existing arrangements and that an award was an 
inappropriate and unnecessary mechanism for chrisatian care agencies. 
 
· That services are essentially volunteer based and that there was no reason to regulate what is 
essentially an unpaid activity. (AIRC 1993: pp.59-68) 
 
There exists an acknowledged close relationship between the Australian Workers Union (AWU) and 
the parliamentary leadership of Queensland Labor Government. (Weekend Australian 11-12-93:10) 
The AWU has recently been accused by the ACTU Queensland branch of an agressive "membership 
grab" in a number of industry areas in Queensland. AWU activity in Queensland has included the 
social and community service industry. The AWU recently joined with employers in appealing an 
application by the ASU for an award to cover employers providing supported acccomodation services. 
 
The close political relationship between the AWU and the ALP government raises legitimate questions 
about the interest the Queensland ALP government may have in maintaining the social and community 
services industry in Queensland as unregulated for as long as is possible. Or, at least, if it is to be 
regulated then it should be at minimum standards under a state based award. The enormous 
dependency on community based organisations to deliver all manner of services in Queensland is 
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derived from a long political history of "small government is good government" minimalist state 
ideology of the Liberal and National parties.  
 
Given the current lack of industrial standards and minimalist funding of existing community-based 
services,  an award-based regulation of the industry would have significant financial implications for 
the State government. For Government funded and subsidised services in the non-government sector 
and for non-government services who receive little government funding - the concept of an award 
based industry has important financial and other implications. 
 
The major question for non-government employers relates to where they will get the financial and 
other resources to manage the new system. Industrialisation brings with it requirements for human 
resource management and organisational development that themselves are resource intensive. For 
those organisations that are significantly self-funding as in the case of Lifeline Brisbane, drawing only 
20.1 per cent of its income from government, the budgetary implications are obvious and enormous. 
Many employing organisations argue that an industrial award that was not financially underwritten by 
government, could result in significant cut-backs in their staffing and services. In the case of some 
smaller non-government organisations it may well mean service cutbacks or even closure. 
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On the other hand, if the funding of industrial awards is to fall on the State government then it is 
interesting to speculate on the likely impacts on the budgetary requirements of line departments. The 
Community Services Division of the Department of Family Services in 1991-1992, alone, 
administered grants to 1,200 services. (Williams 1993:4) It might also be interesting to speculate what 
the implications could be for the, "New approach to Government/Non-Government Sector Relations" 
which is outlined by Williams in her paper.  
 
In conclusion, it is worthwhile quoting in part the concluding remarks of Senior Deputy President 
Hancock of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (AIRC) in the case discussed above, 
 
 "The ASWU plainly had difficulty in organising employees in the welfare industry in 
general and the supported accomodation sector in particular. That difficulty is 
understandable in view of the nature of the social welfare industry. I refer particularly to 
the altruistic nature of its work, the multiplicity of employers and the scale of their 
operations. in such an industry, the potential for exploitation is undeniable; and 
`exploitation' does not cease to be exploitation by its being imposed in the interests of 
needy people". (ARIC 1993:67) 
 
BREAKING OUT OF THE SPIRAL - THE NEED FOR NEW SOURCES OF REVENUE 
 
The purpose of the brief and necessarily general survey thus far, has been to establish that both 
Commonwealth and the Queensland State government have both adopted the essentials of a policy 
framework which contains serious contradictions. The latest tax cuts can only exacerbate the revenue 
problems of the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth's capacity to manage its own obligations by 
passing on to the States the pain via management of the fiscal equalisation process is increasingly 
under challenge. The capacity of the States to manage the ever-tightening constraints induced both by 
the Commonwealth policy and their own policy imperatives has also reached its limits. Both are 
clearly in need of revenue both to manage current problems and issues and to provide the necessary 
stimulus to the economy to pull/push us out of recession - both have to overcome the self imposed 
straightjacket of the "Low tax - Low debt - Low public expenditure" past. 
 
Unfortunately, the economic debate in this country on both sides of politics has tended towards the 
solution to our problems being found in a policy framework that is essentially "more of the same". The 
only argument has been about how far and how fast. However, as the Fitzgerald Inquiry into national 
savings has demonstrated the continual erosion of the revenue base will not solve our problems. It is 
likely it will aggravate them. Given our current situation and that these questions are central to social 
justice outcomes it important that we reconsider and reconceptualise. 
 
THE COMMONWEALTH LEVEL 
 
At the federal level organisations such as the Australian Council of Social Services (ACOSS) have 
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been calling for a revaluation of direction for some considerable time. It has argued that there is a need 
for a major overhaul of the taxation system. In brief ACOSS argues for, 
 
· A review of the capital gains tax, including the current exemptions to property acquired prior to 
1985. The current exemption of the family home should be reviewed. It unfairly benefits high 
income earners who invest in luxury homes, and creates serious investment distortions. It can be 
argued that it is a major cause of lack of savings available for productive investment. Revenue 
gain approx. $150 million per annum increasing in later years. 
 
· There is a need to review the current tax treatment of interest receipts and payments. Firstly, 
taxpayers who borrow to obtain capital gains are able to deduct interest payments at their 
nominal value, while being taxed only on the real value of the capital gains. Secondly, taxpayers 
are able to deduct the interest payments as they occur, while deferring tax on capital gains until 
those gains are realised. Thirdly, the current system discriminates against people who save via 
interest-earning accounts because their nominal savings are fully taxed. By contrast people who 
save with shares, superannuation or capital growth investments receive favourable tax treatment. 
revenue gain approx. $500 million per annum 
 
· There is need for a review of company tax and the dividend imputation system. Better targeting 
of current tax concessions applying to depreciation of plant and equipment, research and 
development expenditures. there should be introduced a system of minimum tax for companies 
along the lines of the U.S.A. system. Revenue gain Approx $500 million increasing in later 
years. 
 
· Review of the superannuation tax concessions. A person earning over $50,00 per annum 
receives at least five times the concession received by people on income below $20,700 per 
annum. Substitute a uniform rebate system. Review the Superannuation Guarantee Charge and 
dependence of income. Revenue gain $400 million per annum increasing in later years. 
 
· Introduce wealth and inheritance taxes. One percent on all forms of wealth holding larger than 
$500 million. A tax on transfers of wealth, whether by gifts of inheritance, with limited 
exemptions,for example gifts between spouses. Revenue gain approx $750 increasing in later 
years.   
 
· Review the personal income tax system to remove anomalies and loopholes available to high 
income earners, for example artificial income splitting, fringe benefits, packages etc. 
 
· Review current tax expenditures policies which have the same effect as outlays, in that they 
reduce the amount of expenditure available for other purposes. Current concession for 
superannuation are neither equitable or efficient. (ACOSS 1993) 
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In addition, in its submission to the Commonwealth Government's Committee on Employment 
Opportunities, ACOSS has proposed a "Job Development Levy" along similar lines to the Medicare 
Levy. In the context of labour market programs ACOSS estimates that, 
 
 "A further half a billion dollars is required next financial year merely to maintain current 
levels of spending, because of a fall in the amount allocated in the forward estimates. This 
is required before any additional assistance could be made available to reduce long-term 
unemployment" (ACOSS 1993b:4) 
 
The proposed levy would operate at progressive rates from zero for low income earners to five per cent 
on high income earners. Revenue gain estimated $3.4 Billion per annum. 
 
It is worth noting that this option and variants on the them has now been canvassed by the Committee 
on Employment Opportunities in the Green paper, Restoring Full Employment, (1993:197-199). 
 
THE STATE LEVEL 
 
At a State level the Queensland Council of Social Service (QCOSS) in its 1993 pre-budget suggested 
that the government take a variety of measures to increase its revenue base including, 
 
· Increasing levels of land tax collections currently below the national average. 
 
· State government to give support to the Commonwealth to introduce a uniform inheritance and 
gift tax. 
 
· Increase rates of stamp duty. Queensland has the lowest rates on residential property and motor 
vehicles, and charges at a less progressive rate than other states. 
 
· Consider a luxury beds tax at a modest level to compensate for public services utilised by 
visitors. 
 
· Introduce a petrol tax with revenue specifically earmarked for the purposes of improvements in 
public transport. 
 
· Re-allocate existing expenditures. While Queensland spends least per capita of any State on 
social services. it spends substantially above the national average on services to industry. 
(QCOSS 1993:15-17). 
 
It is interesting to note that a recent paper by Ryan raises some interesting questions in relation to 
Queensland government's services to industry policies. Ryan suggests that the medium to long-term 
prospects for the Queensland economy are less optimistic recent budget papers and commentators 
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suggest. 
 
 "In particular, Queensland's economy remains committed to vulnerable economic activity 
and is largely dependent on declining commodity industries. furthermore, current data 
suggest that the prospects for diversification are poor.....This has important implications 
for State government economic strategy in Queensland. At present, Queensland 
government intervention is targeted towards agriculture with respect to both direct 
assistance, and support provided through the provision of public goods such as research 
and development. Thus, government policy is reinforcing existing industrial development 
patterns, and further committing Queensland to vulnerable industry sectors" (Ryan 1993: 
3) 
 
Clearly, there are options for expanding the revenue base of both levels of government which do not 
simply further the social justice objective - but for which there are good arguments in terms of 
economic efficiency. 
 
BREAKING OUT OF THE DESCENDING SPIRAL BY LOOKING IN THE OTHER 
DIRECTION 
 
There is an Persian folk tale which tells the story of Nasruddin. He is found by his friends scrabbling in 
the dirt underneath a street lamp. He is asked why he is on his hands and knees. His response is that he 
has lost his keys and is looking for them. The friends join Nasruddin in the dirt and after exhaustive 
searching do not find the keys. "Are you sure you lost them hereabouts?" One asks. "Oh no", replies 
Nasruddin. "I lost them much further down the road." Puzzled they ask. "Why are you looking here 
under the lamp then ?" Nasruddin responds. "Because there is'nt any light further down the road." 
 
I was reminded of this story when thinking about this paper and recent events at both a 
Commonwealth and State level concerning the taxation treatment of charitable organisations. I refer 
here to the: 
 
(a) The Commonwealth's reference to the Industry Commission for an Inquiry into charitable 
organisations, and 
 
(b) Changes over the last few years by the Queensland government to legislation concerning 
charitable organisations exemptions from Stamp Duty, Land Tax and Local Authority Rates. 
 
THE INDUSTRY COMMISSION INQUIRY 
 
The Federal Treasurer placed "Charitable organisations" on the forward work plan of the Industry 
Commission in 1992. In July 1993 a draft terms of reference was prepared for the State Premiers for 
comment. The draft reference proposes to inquire into: 
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(a) the effectiveness of charitable organisations in delivering welfare services and its relationship 
with the government; 
 
(b) the effect of competition by charitable businesses on for profit business; 
 
(c) the taxation of charities, both in their exemption from taxation and claims of donations as a tax 
deduction; 
 
(d) professional fundraising services provided to charities; 
 
(e) regulation of charities; 
 
(f) size and scope of charities in Australia. 
 (Mcgregor-Lownes & McDonald 1993:1) 
 
I want to return briefly to where I started this paper to note that the Baldock's concern over what 
constitutes a "non-profit organisation" becomes a central issue for this proposed inquiry.  The draft 
terms of reference are clearly aimed at inquiring into  Australian charities involved in the delivery of 
welfare services and their present tax-deductibility on donations under sections 23 and 78 on the 
Income Tax Act. However, as one less than charitable media commentator has noted, 
 
 "The inquiry does not mention tax revenue foregone to all those tax-exempt bodies with 
political clout, such as the conservation lobby,the private school, the arts and sport. 
Surprisingly, they have all been left untouched to leave the focus on charity and public 
policy." (Black 1993) 
 
As McGregor-Lownes & McDonald (1993:7), have noted, 
 
 "Contrary to assumptions nonprofit organisations do not comprise a homogenous group. 
Although, we know little about the non-profit sector, we do that its heterogenous character 
reflects state and regional, historical, social, economic and demographic circumstances. it 
also reflects state by state variations in the historical role of government. As a 
consequence, the nature of the nonprofit sector and its constituent organisations vary 
across the nation. Among other things, this severely limits our capacity to make 
generalisations about the nature of nonprofit organisations and equally our capacity to 
predict specific uniform outcomes. Similar points are made by Lyons (1993) 
 
Questions need to asked about the appropriateness of the Industry Commission undertaking this 
Inquiry - its major role so far has been concerned with economic efficiency and effectiveness questions 
in industry restructuring and the governments micro economic reform agenda. Examination of the 
Commission's past reports give good ground for concern by those involved in the social and 
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community services industry, especially those who have tax deductibility.  
 
The Commission can fairly be described as staffed by economic rationalists whose orientation can be 
discerned quite clearly by examination of their past reports. In the recently released draft report on 
Impediments to Regional Industry Adjustment put forward a model concerned with adjusting the 
living places, lifestyles and income of the unemployed, than with industry. Merle Mitchell, then 
President of ACOSS, referred to it essentially being about "a transfer of dole queues." (See also 
QCOSS response to the Inquiry into Public Housing, 1993, for the implications of the Commissions 
approach to public housing.) 
 
The important issues arising here concern the motivation of Treasury and the government in seeking to 
pass a such reference to the Industry Commission. It is suspected by many in the industry that the 
major concern is simply about revenue raising. That the management of Section 23 & 73 of the 
Income Tax Act is full of anomalies, inconsistencies and inequities is well accepted throughout the 
industry. For example, the recent budget granted donation tax deductibility to the Weary Dunlop 
Statue Appeal Fundraising Committee while equally and it could be argued organisations with a public 
benevolent functions such as nonprofit Family Planning Associations, women's refuges are denied the 
same benefit. 
 
There is little doubt that there would be much support nationally for a comprehensive investigation 
which led to a national strategy or plan for social and community services in Australia. ACOSS has 
been pointing to the need for such an approach for some time (ACOSS 1993) Such an approach would 
need to be based upon a consultative/participative approach to establishing the terms of reference, to 
be inclusive of the full range or organisations, to look at all funding relationships including the 
appropriateness and adequacy of government/nonprofit and profit relationships and to be 
developmentally oriented and concerned with the delivery of appropriate, effective and efficient 
services.  However, the Industry Commission approach and its draft terms of reference are not the way 
to go. If the government's concern is simply about tightening up taxation exemptions and raising 
revenue, then as demonstrated above, there are far more effective measures available to it. The matter 
that need to be kept in focus at all times is that such tax deductibility is a means to an end, not an end 
in itself. The key issues that arise are not simply about economic policy they are about social policy 
and provision. They are social justice issues. 
 
QUEENSLAND STATE GOVERNMENT 
 
As with the Commonwealth, the Queensland State government faces and will continue to face 
problems in maintaining the "Low tax, Low debt, Low expenditure" trilogy. In the face of 
demographic change and inter-state migration the pressures will become increasing obvious. Unless, 
the future arrangements to do with vertical fiscal equalisation increase the states revenue base, it is 
clear that the state will have to embark on expanding its own revenue base. QCOSS utilising Grants 
Commission data estimated that it had a capacity to increase its revenue base by up to $650 million, if 
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it raised comparable levels of taxes and charges to those in other states. (QCOSS 1993:15) 
 
In recent years the State government has turned its attention to the tax exemptions granted to state 
based charities granted exemptions relating to the payment of; 
 
 · Stamp Duty 
 · Land Tax, and 
 · Local Authority Rates. 
 
The detail and history of these legislative and administrative changes are spelt out in detail in an 
excellent paper by Berkeley Cox (1993). The detail is far to complex to recount here other than in brief 
sketch and interested readers should consult the original source. In his conclusion to a thirty one page 
paper, Cox  makes the point that if he had been writing in 1987, it would have comprised no more than 
five pages. He goes on to conclude, 
 
 "The pain, time, effort, money and infrastructure which has been devoted solely towards 
resisting, digesting,complying with and objecting to this legislation is astronomical. if only 
churches and charities could utilise these resources wholly and solely to fulfil their 
respective aims. it is entirely unjust to taint legitimate religious and charitable 
organisations with the suspicious practices of some. There is always a way of drafting 
legislation to weed out those cases which, on an objective assessment should not be 
entitled to exemption. Widespread removal of exemptions from taxing legislation 
resulting in massive revenue gains for the government cannot be justifiably excused by 
arguing that the changes are to prevent some rogues in the community from taking unfair 
advantage of the legislation" (Cox 1993:31) 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
What I have attempted to show in this paper is that the sudden interest being exhibited by both levels 
of government in the operations and arrangements of nonprofit organisations in the social and 
community services industry, is driven, at least in part, by the impending revenue crisis they face. That 
it is time that government addressed the central questions of the erosion of the revenue base by giving 
consideration to alternative and economically efficient policy options. More than this, that in 
continuing to follow the current policy framework they continue to increase inequality rather than 
redress it. This approach contradicts the values underpinning both government's proclaimed "social 
justice" policies.  
 
In relation to the issues arising out of the discussion of fiscal equalisation the mooted moves towards 
equal Commonwealth per capita funding needs far greater public discussion than it has received thus 
far. To quote Searle & Henderson, the Secretary and Director of the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission respectively, 
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 "A change in the funding of SSP's would further exacerbate the fiscal position of the all 
the `losing' states except Queensland (which presently gets a less than average share of 
SSPs).  ...The secondary effects of such large revenue movements in the States can only be 
wondered at, but a wholesale movement of people to the south-eastern seaboard must be a 
strong possibility. The effects on social policy and social justice would be immense......a 
move towards equal per capita Commonwealth funding would mean big changes in 
service provision in Australia. A relatively small tax cut (or,if those big governments 
prefer, a small expenditure increase) in the large States would be at the cost of severe 
disruption in the Smaller states... 
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The questions that should be asked are: 
 
(i) What does this say about social justice? 
 
(ii) Is this the type of social justice outcome we want in Australia? 
 
(iii) Do we want the sort of dichotomy between rich and poor states that is seen in the United States 
and some other federations?" (Searle & Henderson 1993:11). 
 
The "charitable organisations" reference to the Industry Commission by Treasury, needs to be viewed 
with concern. Examination of other reports by the Commission indicates that their investigative 
process is inappropriate, and the economics based focus too narrow for the social and community 
services industry. The draft Terms of Reference are inappropriately focussed to address the substantive 
issues facing social and community services in Australia today. An inquiry along the lines of the 
proposed terms of reference will mean I suspect, that an opportunity for a systematic, widespread and 
overdue consideration of all the elements relevant to the social and community services industry may 
be lost for some considerable period of time to come. More than this the opportunity to utilise such a 
process in a developmental fashion to build a strong more effective consumer oriented and responsive 
industry may well be lost. 
 
In essence, the processes identified and outlined in this paper represent a defensive and inward looking 
reaction by government to the major economic and social challenges currently facing our society. The 
approach is essentially a defensive posture of `circling the wagons and rationing supplies'. As we have 
seen, it is characterised by a government policy framework of reducing revenue, limiting expenditure, 
and restraining or reducing the size of the state, and at the same time increasing central control over 
non-government institutions and organisations. These are old solutions, which have already been 
shown to fail. 
 
As I have demonstrated in this paper expenditure on human services in Australia does not rank among 
the highest in the world. The chart below demonstrates that there are countries with much higher levels 
of public expenditure, whose economic performance is superior to our own. 
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 General Government Outlays - Australia and OECD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (Fitzgerald 1993:80) 
 
As a society we face an uncertain and demanding future. Social, economic, demographic, political, 
regional and environmental circumstances as we prepare to enter the 21st century demand that we do 
"more" not "less". In addition, these challenges require us to develop new opportunities and methods 
of responding. The notion that we can address these challenges by simply continuing to do the old 
things but at a cheaper cost will not suffice. These are urgent questions which being left unaddressed 
are rapidly become pressing problems. The time for action is upon us - time will tell whether we meet 
the challenge. 
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